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Changing pen type:
Quick change menu between the 
users 5 top pen types.

Allows for user chose.
By being able to quickly change 
between pen types the user can be 
more fluid in creating notes in the 
way that works for them best.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I need to be able to change quickly 
between different types of pens.”
“I like to be able to choose a pen 
based on my mood.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Being able to write
notes in my style of notetaking.

Changing pen settings:
size, opacity, color, and type

Allows for user customization.
By editing pens the user can make a 
pen that works best for them in any 
situation.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I think my handwriting becomes 
too big.”
“I wish I could have my favorite pen 
to write with.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Being able to make
the writing look the way I 

want it to look.

Changing pen settings:
pressure dynamics, velocity dynamics, 
pre-set branded pens.

Allows for user customization.
By editing pens the user can make a pen that 
works best for them in any situation.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I want my writing to look the best it can”
“This makes it feel like I’m choosing a specific 
pen to write with.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Being able to make
the writing look the way I want it to look.
Concentration: Making the pen look
exactly how they want can be time 

consuming and frustrating.

SIZE: fine-0.8mm to below, medium-1.00mm to 
1.2mm, bold-1.4mm & up. Can change to pixels in 
settings. small (drag down) - big (drag up).

OPACITY: 100% (drag up) - 0% (drag down).

COLOR: Click to open color settings. Same style as 
other adobe mobile applications.

Changing paper settings:
style, finish, weight, and theme

Allows for user customization.
By editing paper settings the user 
can choose a paper style that they 
work best using.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I prefer lined paper over blank.”
“The weight of the paper really 
changes how a pen works.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Having a work space
that suits my needs, as well 

as, my work style.

Adding Sticky Notes:
sticky notes and sticky note style.

Allows for user make notes separate 
from the notbook. By using sticky 
notes the user can move the note on 
the sticky note between notebooks 
and programs.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“This is like I’m using real stationery.”
“I can add my personality to my notes 
with different styles of sticky-notes”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Can add personality to
the notebook.

USER PEN & PAPER CUSTOMIZATION

Opening the Notebook in 
Cloud for Collaboration:
Sharing notebook with teammates 
allowing them to add and collaborate.

Allows for team collaboration. 
Team-members can join the user and  
add their ideas to the notebook.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I can share my research and go over 
it together with my team.”
“Brain-storming and ideation can all 
happen together with my team in one 
medium.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Sharing with the team.
Passing information that can 

help the whole team.
Accountable: The notes are 
no longer just the users, they 

are for the whole team.

Adding Team-members to 
the Notebook:
see who is online and add them to 
the notebook.

Allows team-members to edit and 
add to the notebook in real-time 
with the user.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“Working together to hash out the 
thought behind this project.”
“All notes can be in one place for 
everyone on the team.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Working together 
while concepting.

Frustration: The notebook 
could become cluttered with 

all the different in-put.

COLLABORATING WITH TEAM-MATES

Share Notebook & 
Stickynotes:
Share notebook with other users or 
yourself through other adobe 
programs and cloud services.

Allows the user to use their notes 
during the making process of a 
project.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I sometimes forget ideas that I had 
for this project.”
“My teammates could use this 
information in the things they are 
doing for this project.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Sharing information
during the project allows for 

the work to go more smoothly.

Sharing Notebooks & 
Stickynotes:
Upload notebooks and stickynotes 
into other adobe programs or onto 
other cloud services.

Allows for user collaboration and 
note-keeping. Collaborate with 
partners by sharing notebooks. 
Note-keep by being able to put notes 
directly into the document the notes 
are about.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I can keep track of my thoughts 
while making my project.”
“Sharing my notes with teammates 
means we can compare ideas, and 
build out the thought behind the 
project together.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Working together with
teammates. Less clutter in the 

workspace.
Accountable: The notes are 
no longer just the users, they 

are for the whole team.

NOTEBOOK & STICKY-NOTE INTEGRATION INTO OTHER ADOBE PROGRAMS

Notebooks & Stickynotes in 
the cloud:
Open the notebooks/stickynotes that 
are in the cloud library directly in the 
program the user is working on.

Allows the user to decluter their 
space and search notebooks digitally. 

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I can now easily find my ideas by 
searching key-words.”
“I have space around me because I 
don’t have to have physical 
notebooks in-front of me.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Decluttered workspace
and it’s easier to find specific 

ideas within the users notes.

Reading and Adding to 
Notebooks & Stickynotes:
Read and search through notebooks, 
and add new notes while working.

Allows the user to look through their 
ideas, and add to them while working. 

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“By looking through my notes I know 
what I was planning on doing.”
“While I’m working I can write down 
things that come to mind so I don’t 
forget them.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Finding and adding to 
ideas so that they are not 

forgotten.

Add Note: A text form 
notebook, write notes while 
working on projects. 

Search: Search through 
the notebook to find the 
idea you’re looking for. 

Team-Members Cloud ID
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Add Team-Members: Add 
team-members by using their Adobe Cloud 
ID/Any ID that works with Adobe.

Team Members Writing 
Notes:
All users can write, draw, and concept 
together.

Allows team-members have project 
notes that they can then add to their 
own adobe files.

POSSIBLE THOUGHTS
“I can know what my team-members 
are thinking and working on.”
“This makes it easier to know what I 
need to do for the project.”

POSSIBLE FEELINGS
Happy: Working together 
while concepting.

Frustration: The notebook 
could become cluttered with all 

the different in-put.

Team-Member 1
Team-Member 2
Team-Member 3
Team-Member 4
Main-User

Writing in the notebook will be 
distinguishable by the team-members 
cloud-user ID. The team can also be 
color-coded to make it easier to know 
who wrote what within the notebook.

Users that have Adobe Note will have 
the notebook open within Adobe Note.

Users that don’t have Adobe Note will 
have the notebook open within an 
Adobe Illustrator Adobe Note widget.

Team-Members in 
Notebook: 
See who is in the Notebook 
and chat with team-mates.

Adobe Note Widget In 
Adobe Illustrator: 
Team-members that do not have 
Adobe Note can use the Adobe 
Illustrator widget to join and add to 
the notebook with their Adobe 
Cloud ID.

Team-Member That’s Using a Computer


